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It was written by Chris Sanders, who also wrote the script for Madagascar 3, and directed by Peter Ramsey, with DreamWorks
Animation CEO Jeffrey Katzenberg serving as executive producer. It is the first film of a proposed sequel trilogy of films that
would be based on the Madagascar franchise, which began with the 2008 film Madagascar. The film is based on the comic book
series The Sandman, created by Neil Gaiman and illustrated by J.H. Williams III. The story follows the "Sandman", a god-like
being who can absorb and control people's dreams, who uses this power to save the world from a wave of destruction by sinking
into it and becoming a living nightmare. The film stars David Thewlis, Paul Rudd, Nick Frost, Jessica Biel, and Christina
Hendricks as the Sandman. It was announced at the D23 Expo that a sequel was in development on February 12, 2017. On June
4, 2017, the project was given a greenlight by the studio. On July 27, 2018, Paul Rudd confirmed the film's release date.
Principal photography began on July 10, 2018, in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. It was released on April 11, 2021. Plot In early
2004, modern humans are expelled from Earth after humanity's destruction of their home world. The last of humanity's
surviving spaceships, the Elysium, is damaged, and crash-lands on the desert planet of Madagascar. Its passengers—scientists
Dr. Ilan and Dr. Octavius Bragge, their 10-year-old daughter Nora and their two dogs—are captured by the four-legged native
beast called the Zinj, who are led by a four-eyed six-limbed creature called the Ziliac. The inhabitants of Elysium agree to share
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their advanced knowledge and technology with the island's primitive but kind-hearted inhabitants. The humans soon become
regarded as gods, with the Zinj's King Mortivore taking their name and their god-like powers. The Zinj worship them as spirits.
One of the Elysium scientists, geologist Dr. Linda Storm, secretly devises a plan to put the humans back on the Elysium and
bring them home to save their civilization. To gain their trust, she takes them to her lab and treats them as a family. She explains
that her plan is a holographic computer simulation with enough realistic details to convince the Zinj that their world was
destroyed and humans are now their gods. Although 82157476af
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